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Originally from The Blue Mountains, I’m now a 
student at Western Australian Academy of 
Performing Arts, currently in my first year 

completing an Advanced Diploma in performing arts (dance). I have just arrived back in Western 
Australia from an amazing trip to United Kingdom and Ireland thanks to the Cecchetti Ballet 
Australia and a Big Brother scholarship. I have had such a wonderful trip and have so many 
rewarding experiences and memories to share, so I’ll start at the beginning... 
  
Shortly after receiving the exciting news that I had been chosen for a Big Brother scholarship I had 
to move to Western Australia.  This was a big change in my life moving away from home and 
starting my intense full-time diploma course. I was unsure when to use my scholarship I would only 
be able to go during the July mid year break or over the Christmas period but both these times 
presented problems in the UK. During the English summer break (July) many schools and 
companies were closed and at Christmas they were too busy with performances. Eventually I 
decided to go in the mid year break, as it worked best for me and for my study timetable. I was 
incredibly fortunate and had a wide variety of experiences on my trip, even thought I encountered 
difficulties in the planning.  
  
Before departing Australia I had to plan an itinerary for my six week trip to the United Kingdom. My 
main passion is classical ballet, my ultimate goal is to work with a professional ballet company. So 
I thought this trip would be a perfect opportunity to experience life in a company and to see what 
the standard is like in Europe and what Europe has to offer in dance. 
  
I e-mailed companies around the UK and Ireland, Ballet Ireland, Birmingham Royal Ballet, 
Northern Ballet Theatre and Independent Ballet Wales, asking if it was possible to take part in or 
observe their daily classes. I also e-mailed some of the top schools in England, English National 
Ballet School, Central Ballet School and Rambert School of Ballet and Contemporary Dance to see 
if I could join in classes for a week or two. I applied for the English National Ballet School (ENBS) 
summer school, and was put on the waiting list as my application was a little late reaching them. I 
only found out I was accepted into the summer school during my second week in the UK!! All these 
arrangements were quite difficult, some replies to my enquiries arrived very late some did not reply 
at all. Everything I wanted to do seemed to be happening at the same time, the week I was doing a 
summer school with ENBS there was also one in Wales with the dancers of the Independent Ballet 
Wales taking classes so It was difficult trying to work out a timetable. Eventually I had a variety of 
classes and experiences organised and In the end it worked out very well. I ended up with three 
very different dance opportunities and also time to explore and get to know the city of London.  
  
I began my trip exploring London with Mum, after not seeing her for five months it was so great 
catching up! We had a week together, so after recovering from the jet lag, we did some sight 
seeing. We took a day trip to Oxford, it was an hour trip on the train from the amazingly busy 
Paddington station. I loved Oxford it is so beautiful, a picture perfect little old town. My Mum took a 
walking tour of some of the university colleges and I just took a stroll through the shops. There 
were University students walking around and riding through town in cloaks with a carnation pinned 
on, as they had exams on and this was their uniform! It was like another world full of old traditions. 
We relaxed in the lovely botanical gardens, there was a river running through with people hiring out 



punts and floating along.  
Mum and I also visited the Tate Modern Art Gallery, situated in South Bank right on the river 
Thames in London, the building is like a huge warehouse, it had some really interesting works and 
I enjoyed the atmosphere.   
  
 
Pineapple Dance Studios 

Pineapple Studios was my first dance venue, located in the lovely area of Covent Garden. There 
are over two hundred different classes offered during the week ranging from Brazilian to ballet, with 
levels beginners to advanced. Classes varied in length, generally the usual hour and a half for 
ballet though. The studios were all different sizes, when I did yoga we were in the tiny studio's, but 
for ballet we were usually in the large studio on the top level with tarquet and mirrors. It was a very 
good size, especially considering it is in the heart of London! There is no booking system for 
classes you just turn up on the day, I got a membership for the month which was cheaper than 
paying 2 pounds everyday for classes and then on top of this you have to pay the teacher directly. 
The cost is between 6-15 pounds per class depending on the length and the teacher. Just be sure 
to have cash!! Timetable's are on the pineapple website and this seemed very reliable, although 
some teachers were different as it was the Summer holidays. 
 
I took a ballet and yoga class most days, and generally had a different teacher for each class. Joan 
Hewson was a very sweet teacher, a former Cecchetti Examiner, although her classes were a little 
slower, she gave very helpful individual corrections and her classes were intimate!  Tory’s (from 
Nederlands Dance Theater) Contemporary ballet was such an enjoyable class which felt so 
energizing, I enjoyed her style of teaching and loved her classes, wish I did more of them! Ian 
Knowles took a good class, straightforward, we would get through everything and also fun!  I did 
yoga each day which was great and I felt the more limber from it. At home I only do it once a week 
and it just doesn’t have the same effect! It was difficult to choose your favourite class each day as 
the timetable had overlapping classes which meant if I also wanted to do yoga I would have to do 
the early class! I also took a few jazz classes for fun, they were massive classes so I found it hard 
to pick up choreography but it was a good laugh!  
  
It was very inspiring dancing in a class and seeing an amazing dancer next to you on the barre, 
some who were professionals, I could see what I have to work towards and it really pushed me.  
  
There was one class in particular that sticks out in my mind, a dancer in my class was definitely a 
professional in a company, she was just stunning to watch, amazing extensions and jumps and a 
beautiful performance quality that wasn’t fake! Then in the dressing rooms after class as I was 
stretching out she sat down and joined me telling me she was sore as it was her first day back in a 
few weeks!! I would love to see her at her peak!! Very inspiring!  
  
 
Independent Ballet Wales, Newport 

 I stayed in Newport, a small town about fifteen minutes out 
of Cardiff, Wales. I did class with the Independent Ballet, Wales, 
a small company of just 8 dancers. The company is based in 
Newport in the River Side Theatre, they produce more 
contemporary works, but have more recently been adapting the 
older classics for the small company. They bring Ballet to areas 
and theatres that would generally not be able to facilitate a large 
ballet company. The artistic director Darius James who trained 
at the Royal Ballet School and was in various companies in 
Europe and was also a guest teacher and adjudicator for the 
Cecchetti society They were a very tight group and very friendly. 
In class they all seemed very focused and determined. I enjoyed 
this opportunity to see what it would be like in a company. Class 
was similar to my work at home, but after each exercise 
everyone would work on their own balances or stretches doing 



what ever their body needed, this was different as the dancers are given more independence in a 
company.. James took class each day, and I enjoyed his classes as you wanted to push yourself 
and work hard, the classes were stimulating and he gave some generalised corrections which were 
very helpful. 
 
 
In Wales I was staying in The Kings Hotel Newport, a small town just a five minute train trip from 
the capital city Cardiff. It wasn’t the nicest area, an industrial town which is trying to change it’s 
image. I stayed at The Kings Hotel, which was only a few minutes walk from the River side theatre 
where I took classes. The studio was really nice and modern, the theatre was quite new. There 
were loads of shops so I always had something to do, but trying to find a place for dinner was very 
hard! My hotel felt like luxury after staying in hostels and university accommodation. Just having 
my own clean room was very nice! Also a TV was pretty exciting, I could keep up with what was 
happening in the world and watch a bit of British TV! Breakfast was included which was really 
handy. I visited Cardiff and Cardiff Bay, I went to Jamie Oliver’s Italian Restaurant! It was really 
nice, had a vintage feel about it, just wish Mum could have come with me! But I really enjoyed it, 
had the best coffee on my trip there, was amazing.  
  
 
  
English National Ballet School 

I attended a week summer program with the English National Ballet School ENBS. Held in their 
lovely studios in the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea in south-west London. It was really 
easy to get to just a short walk from Full ham Broadway tube station. I found it really good to see 
the standard. It was hard making friends there though because everyone had been there for the 
previous week so they all knew each other and had already made friends so I felt a bit 
isolated. Everyone except one person in my class was from another country!! There were a lot of 
people from Spain, France, Sweden, Italy and Japan. There were three different levels within the 
course and around 50 students all together.   
We did ballet and contemporary classes each day which I enjoyed. Our core teacher for the week 
was Chris Lee Wright  DTD (MRBSoc.), Teacher at the ENBS. I liked his positive attitude towards 
classes and I really enjoyed his mime and Repertoire class. We learnt a piece from ‘La Fille Ma 
Garde’. I enjoyed this a lot as it was really fun being in character and performing. We also had a 
mime class which I found really interesting, it was like learning another language. I had never 
understood some of the mime, I had been seeing a lot of ballets that week so the mime classes 
were very relevant and I found I could understand the story lines better!  
We had former Royal Ballet First Artist and current teacher at the ENBS Richard Ramsey, RAD 
AISTD, I liked his classes a lot, he had really helpful corrections which really worked for me.We did 
a few pointe classes but they were very short, which was a little disappointing.   
 
  
Performances 

I used my opportunity in the UK to see a lot of performances in London; there is so much on in 
London. I really noticed the difference, even in the tube stations you would see advertisements for 
ballets whereas in Australia that would be very rare. There is just so much more interest in the arts 
in Europe it is more appreciated and treasured. Also the incredible amount of musicals on offer 
especially for the tourists!  
  
I saw two musicals, ”Lion King”  and “Wicked” which were both amazing! Lion King was a really 
unique musical, there were incredibly intricate masks and amazing puppetry for all the different 
characters! The music was good but not all the original songs were there which was a little 
disappointing!  
  
Wicked was my favourite musical I’ve seen! It was so amazing, the intricacy of the sets, costumes 
and make-up and the story line was great. The singing was outstanding just an amazing standard I 
was so impressed I loved it; it was so much fun to watch!  
  



I watched The English National Ballet Schools ‘Summer Performance 2010’ which was held in their 
studio theatre. It was a variety of modern pieces and “Giselle Act II”. I really enjoyed watching this 
as it gave me an idea of what the standard is like in this top school in England. All the dancers 
were at a very high standard, and although the stage was a little cramped at times the performance 
was inspiring. I thought the choreography of the modern pieces was a little disappointing but the 
dancers made it look good.  
  
Although I had booked tickets for The Bolshoi Ballet, before I left for The UK, when I arrived I 
visited The Saddlers Wells Theatre and The Royal Opera House they both had a lot of information 
of current shows and dance related performances. I booked tickets to see the Nederlands Dance 
Theater and they were stunning.  I loved the choreography and the dancers were simply fantastic 
stunning, because they all had a very strong classical technique they could pull of the 
contemporary choreography with ease, it was so beautiful to watch!  
  
I also saw ‘Slow Dancing’ which was an installation in Trafalgar Square, with three huge screens 
which each had a different solo dancer. Each dancer had done five seconds of movement and it 
was slowed down to ten minutes, it was really interesting watching the contrast between each 
different dancer and their movements. The dancers were from an amazing variety of companies 
and some were freelance. Dancers from New York City Ballet, Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre, 
Martha Graham Dance Company, William Forsythe and hip hop dancers. Watching it in slow 
motion you could see every detail that goes into making the movement.  
  
I also saw The Bolshoi Ballet perform, Coppelia, Serenade and Giselle, Petrushka, Russian 
Seasons and Grand Pas from Paquita. The company was amazing, the Corps de Ballet is very 
tight and the principals are outstanding! The company is so large, with one hundred and twenty 
dancers on their tour! I had Natalia Osipova as the lead Giselle and Coppelia and she was 
beautiful, Osipova had amazing clean technique and this great fiery energy she brought to stage, 
also her performance quality was so real it was lovely! Very Inspiring!!  
  
I feel as though from watching all these performances it has inspired me, giving me something to 
work towards, it was so amazing going to all the different venues, The Royal Opera House and 
The Saddlers Wells theatre. Although sometimes it would have been nice to have a someone to 
talk to in the interval or to chat about the show at the end and share my experience with! 
 
  
London as a tourist 

Although my main focus on the trip was dancing and gaining experiences overseas I also had the 
opportunity to explore London and a little of Wales. I really enjoyed just going for walks and people 
watching in London it was always full of hustle and bustle and I always felt very safe as it was 
always so full of people. One day I would love to live there for a while longer, I loved everything 
about it. 
  
I enjoyed walking down oxford street, it has amazing shops although it was always incredibly busy 
and to walk at a normal pace was near to impossible. Harrods was another great shopping 
destination and defiantly worth a look at, it has so much character! I visited Buckingham palace 
with my cousins, it’s a lovely walk down ‘The Mall’ to the Palace entrance. I went to Madame 
Taussades Wax Museum, the wax figures were amazing and so realistic, but the lines and the 
amount of tourists was a little too much for me! 
  
 

 

 

 

Accommodation 

Finding somewhere reasonable to stay in London 
was a challenge. After staying with Mum for a week 
in Paddington in the Shaftsbury Premier Hotel, I 



moved to my first accommodation in Old Street, it was in a very central location. After coming back 
from my staying in the hostels I realised it was the best hostel accommodation I had on the trip. But 
at the time it didn’t seem so great! The area was nice with loads of restaurants around and Tesco 
easy walking distance. I had a small room, but by London standards it was actually a very good 
size! 
The shared bathroom was fine. I also had access to a kitchen which had cutlery and crockery and 
a fridge! So I was able to buy food for breakfast lunch and dinner and keep it in the kitchen. There 
were five rooms in my unit, but I rarely saw anyone. The last day I was eating breakfast and meet a 
guy who was traveling from Brazil, it was really nice chatting as he was also by himself just 
exploring so we exchanged numbers and planned to meet up again some time. Never worked out 
though as my phone wouldn’t send to that number! I also had free wireless in my room which was 
amazing!  
  
Barkston Gardens Earls Court was a youth hostel, a tiny little room but it was nice and cosy! There 
was a kitchen downstairs but no crockery or cutlery. But I had a mini fridge in my room which was 
great as I could have breakfast in my room! I learnt to compromise! This area was great I loved the 
atmosphere here. There were loads of restaurants to choose from heaps of variety, a Marks and 
Spencers (a gourmet supermarket) just at the end of my street. Earls Court was still very central 
which was very helpful. There was an internet cafe downstairs but it wasn’t free. I ended up My For 
my final week I stayed in accommodation which was very good; Edward Lear Hotel in Marble Arch. 
The receptionists were so helpful and friendly which was so nice, as after traveling alone it’s so 
nice just to have a conversation! I had a tiny room on the ground floor, a TV and shared bathroom 
which was clean! Breakfast was included in a tiny little room, most mornings I would share a table 
with others. This was nice, I meet an Aussie couple traveling who live where I go on holidays every 
year back at home! I also met a Spanish family, it was lovely just having a little chat in the 
mornings! These little things make your day when you are alone!  
The location was so central, Hyde Park was just down the road, so I could go jogging on the days I 
wasn’t dancing. It was always very packed with tourists! 
 
 
 
Thoughts 

I would definably recommend bringing a laptop as a way of keeping in touch with home and also 
checking information and searching attractions and shows. It saves a lot of hassle trying to find 
internet cafes and you can upload pictures as you go. When I arrived in London with all my bags I 
thought that we should have just booked one place for me to stay over the whole six weeks, as 
then I wouldn’t have to keep packing and unpacking and  carry my luggage on the packed tube. 
But I ended up really enjoying moving around, it meant I got to explore loads of different areas and 
if I didn’t really like an area I only had a week there so it was bearable!  
  
I have learnt so much on this trip, and feel so much more confident in myself, being by myself so 
often, I had a lot of ‘thinking‘ time.  
 
 

Reality 

It was hard having people in my class who were sixteen and they were amazing, I felt as though in 
a way that if they are that good and I still have so much to work on that maybe it is impossible for 
me to achieve my goal, it just seemed so impossible if there are people out there younger and 
more talented then they will be given the jobs. That is the reality and it made me think a lot about 
what I really want. I really need to work really hard to reach this goal, and it isn’t easy at all but I’ve 
given so much already and I’m just not yet ready to give that all away. So it was a good insight into 
what I need to improve on and work towards. It’s given me motivation and inspiration and also an 
understanding of what it takes.   
 
After coming home, I know what I need to improve on and I know I’m going to have to work really 
hard to do it. I have realised that confidence can get you a long way and that you need to believe in 
yourself before anyone else will.  



  
I feel as though I have really grown up from this experience, although that might sounds a cliche or 
corny! I have realised there is so much out there going on. Sometimes at home I can get very 
caught up and bogged down in my own little world and after traveling especially by myself I have 
realised that sometimes its good to take some perspective and look at the bigger picture. I have 
really come to appreciate the small things that I generally take for granted. I would recommend this 
trip to any aspiring dancer, it has given me so much inspiration and motivation, I’ve had a small 
taste of Europe and it’s so beautiful. You will learn so much and gain so many different 
experiences which will help in your dancing and life. 
  
I had such an amazing trip and I will never forget my time in the 
United Kingdom, I will defiantly be back there hopefully very 
soon. I’d like to thank my wonderful teacher Rosalind Doorman 
for suggesting to apply for this scholarship and to Big Brother for 
this amazing experience, I have learnt a lot and have so many 
memories which will stay with me forever. 
 
 

 


